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1. Introduction
Vector bundles on Projective spaces have been the subject of many papers
and many results in this direction are known. For a somewhat dated ac-
count, the reader may see [OSS82]. One of the most interesting problems in
this area is the study of small rank bundles on Projective spaces. For ex-
ample, a conjecture by Hartshorne [Har74] states that there are no small
rank vector bundles on Projective spaces, other than direct sum of line
bundles. The solution to this tantalising problem still seems remote, though
very many results are known. Let me restrict my attention to rank 2 bundles
for the moment. Many interesting bundles of rank 2 are known over Pro-
jective spaces of dimension 2 and 3. But over P4, essentially the only in-
teresting one known is the well known Horrocks-Mumford bundle [HM73].
There are also some interesting ones in characteristic 2, discovered by Tango
[Tan76] and Horrocks [Hor80].
In this paper, we shall deal with this problem and prove a criterion
relating bundles on Pn1 to bundles on Pn. This condition on certain bundles
over Pn is necessary and sucient for the existence of bundles on Pn1.
Though this criterion is not very pleasant, it allows you to restrict your
attention to bundles just on Pn to construct bundles on Pn1. Using this
criterion (which has nothing to do with the characteristic of the field), we
construct many rank two bundles on P4 over a field of positive character-
istic. (For the Chern classes of these bundles, see Sect. 3.1). Unfortunately
we have not been able to extend our construction to complex numbers,
though I feel it should be possible. The construction follows closely what we
did in [Kum91].
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2 General remarks
Let me start with a word about notation. We will have to deal with maps,
/ : M ! M 
 L often in this article, where M is a sheaf and L, a line bundle.
Then it makes sense to talk about /
 Id : M 
 L0 ! M 
 L
 L0 for any line
bundle L0. We will denote this map also for brevity by /. Also it makes sense
to talk about /i : M ! M 
 Li, by composing /. So we will talk about / as
an endomorphism, though strictly speaking, it is not. It also make sense to
say when such a map is nilpotent, by saying that /n  0 for some n.
We make the following transparent observation:
Remark. If p : X ! Y is a finite map then the category of sheaves on Y which
are pOX modules is the same as the category of sheaves of the form pF
where F is a sheaf on X (with the appropriate homomorphisms).
A typical case where we plan to apply this is when X is the mth order
thickening of Pn  Pn1 and Y  Pn with p the projection from a point in
Pn1 away from this hyperplane. We had applied this in [Kum91] in a
similar but slightly dierent context.
So let X be the mth order thickening of Pn  Pn1 and Y  Pn and
p : X ! Y the projection from a point away from this hyperplane.
1. Then pOX  mÿ1i0 OY ÿi. Thus we see that giving a sheaf on X is
equivalent to giving a sheaf F on Y and an endomorphism / : F!F1
with /m  0.
2. Let E1;/1 and E2;/2 be two such sheaves on Y . Giving a map
w : E1 ! E2 which commutes with the /i’s is equivalent to giving a map
between the corresponding sheaves on X .
3. We want to apply this to the special case when E1 arises as the restriction
of a direct sum of line bundles say F on Pn1. We will write for clarity G, for
F restricted to Pn. Then we see that
E1  pF jX   mÿ1i0 Gÿi
as before. /1 can be identified with the map which just shifts the blocks.
That is to say the /1 takes Gÿi to the corresponding Gÿi in E11 as
identity. (Of course Gÿm 1 goes to zero).
4. Thus giving a map from F as above to the sheaf corresponding to E;/ is
just giving a map h : G! E. Because then we get for any i a map Gÿi ! E
by taking the induced map Gÿi ! Eÿi and then composing it with /i.
Now let E be any vector bundle on Pn1 and let Y  Pn be any
hyperplane. Then by Quillen–Suslin Theorem [e.g., see[Qui76]], E restricted
to the complement of this hyperplane is free. Thus, if we denote by
F  Or
Pn1 where r  rank E, then we have an exact sequence,
0! Eÿi ! F !F! 0
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for some integer i andF is a coherent sheaf on some X as above (mth order
thickening of the hyperplane for some m). Since we will be primarily in-
terested in deciding when such an E is a direct sum of line bundles, we may
as well rename Eÿi by E. Using p as above we get a coherent sheaf
pF  M on Y . But F has homological dimension one and therefore by
Auslander-Buchsbaum Theorem [e.g., see [Mat70]], M is a vector bundle. As
above, we also have a nilpotent map / : M ! M1. Letting G  OrY we also
have a map w : G! M since the distinguished r sections ofF give r sections
of M . Further by the surjectivity of the above map from F !F, we see that
/Mÿ1  wG  M
What we want to state is the converse of this remark.
Lemma 1. Let Y  Pn, G be a rank r bundle on Y which is a direct sum of line
bundles. Assume M is a vector bundle on Y with a nilpotent map / : M ! M1
and a map w : G! M such that /Mÿ1  wG  M . Then there exists a
vector bundle E of rank r on Pn1 and an exact sequence,
0! E! F !F! 0 1
where F is direct sum of r line bundles on Pn1 with F j Pn G and pF  M .
Proof. Proof is obvious using the remarks above. (
Remark. The above lemma can be also thought of as a criterion for
extending vector bundles from Pn to Pn1. In other words, given a vector
bundle E of rank r on Pn, it can be extended to Pn1 as a vector bundle if
and only if there exists a vector bundle M over Pn with a nilpotent endo-
morphism / : M ! M1, a map w : G! M where G is a direct sum of r line
bundles and an exact sequence,
0! E ! Mÿ1  G ÿ!/;w M ! 0
Lemma 2. Let the notation be as in the above lemma and assume n  2. If M is
not a direct sum of line bundles then E is not a direct sum of line bundles.
Conversely, if r  n, and M is a direct sum of line bundles, then so is E.
Proof. Assume M is not a direct sum of line bundles. Then by Horrock’s
criterion. [e.g., see[OSS82]], H iMl 6 0 for some i, with 0 < i < n and
some l 2 Z. HjF l  0 8j; 0 < j  n, since F is a direct sum of line
bundles. Therefore from our exact sequence 1, HiFl  Hi1El. Also
H iFl  HiMl since p is a finite map from supp F! Y . Thus
H i1El 6 0 and since 0 < i 1 < n 1, we see that E is not a direct sum
of line bundles.
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Conversely, assume that M is a direct sum of line bundles. Exactly as
before, we get H iEl  0 8l; 1 < i  n. By duality, HiEl  0 8l;
0 < i < n. Thus by the Syzygy theorem [EG81] rank of E  r > n or E is a
direct sum of line bundles. (
3 The construction
In this section, we will outline the construction of bundles M on P3 as
described above. More generally, let d 2 Z be any integer. We will construct
a bundle M on P3 with a nilpotent endomorphism / : M ! Md and a map
w : G! M where G is the direct sum of two line bundles such that
/Mÿd  wG  M and M is not a direct sum of line bundles, over a
field of positive characteristic.
Remark. The only interesting cases are d  ÿ1; 0; 1. If we have M ’s for these
values, then by taking the pull back of these by finite maps P3 ! P3, we can
construct bundles for all d. The case d  0 was treated in [Kum91].
Let p > 0 be the characteristic of our algebraically closed field. Choose
positive numbers N ; k; l so that N ÿ k;N ÿ l both positive, 4pkl > d2 and
pk  l  p ÿ 1N  d. Let x; y; z; t be the homogeneous co-ordinates of
P3. Let A  xkzNÿk  yltNÿl. Let Ci be the curve defined by the vanishing of
xpk; ypl and Ai, for 1  i  p. Let C be the curve (line) defined by x  y  0.
1. Ci’s are local complete intersection curves for 1  i  p and Cp is a
complete intersection of xpk; ypl.
Proof. Cp is a complete intersection is clear, since Ap is in the ideal generated
by xpk and ypl. To check the rest, we need only look at points where either
z 6 0 or t 6 0. If z 6 0 one sees immediately that xpk 2 ypl;Ai. (
2. xCi  OCiiÿ 1N  d ÿ 4 for 1  i  p where x as usual denote the
dualising sheaf.
Proof. This is done by descending induction on i. For i  p, since Cp is a
complete intersection of xpk; ypl, this is obvious. So assume result proved for
all p  i > 1. Then we have an exact seqence,
0! OCiÿ1ÿN ! OCi ! OC1 ! 0
which we dualise to get,
0! xC1 ! xCi ! xCiÿ1N ! 0
Since we already know from 1) that the last term is a line bundle on Ciÿ1 and
then the proof is clear. (
3. Thus by Serre Construction [e.g., see[OSS82]], if we denote by Li the line
bundle OP3ÿiÿ 1N ÿ d for all i, then we have exact sequences,
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0! Li ÿ!ai Mi ÿ!bi ICi ! 0;
where Mi are rank two vector bundles on P3 for 1  i  p. In fact we can
arrange these extensions to fit into the following commutative diagrams,
0 ! Li ÿ!ai Mi ÿ!bi ICi ! 0
# A # gi #
0 ! Liÿ1 ÿ!aiÿ1 Miÿ1 ÿ!biÿ1 ICiÿ1 ! 0
where Li ! Liÿ1 is multiplication by A and ICi ! ICiÿ1 is the natural in-
clusion of ideals.
Proof. This is just Serre construction. Assume we have constructed the
exact sequences up to iÿ 1 with the commutative diagrams, the first one is
just by the usual Serre construction. By taking the natural map Li ! Liÿ1
given by multiplication by A, we get a map,
H 0OCi  Ext1ICi ; Li ! Ext1ICi ; Liÿ1  H 0OCiN
which is just multiplication by A. We also have a natural map, induced from
the inclusion, ICi  ICiÿ1 ,
H0OCiÿ1  Ext1ICiÿ1 ; Liÿ1 ! Ext1ICi ; Liÿ1  H 0OCiN
In this case also, it is clear that the element 1 2 H 0OCiÿ1 goes to
A 2 H0OCiN, which is also the image of 1 2 H 0OCi by multiplication by
A. But these 1’s give extensions as desired and the commutative diagram as
desired. (
4. There exists a nilpotent endomorphism / : M1 ! M1d given as follows:
Notice that L1  OP3ÿd. So we can identify IC1  L1d and then define
/  a1b1.
This is obvious.
5. Mi=gi1Mi1 is annihilated by A, 1  i < p. Thus the natural map
Mi 
 OP3ÿN ! Mi got by multiplication by A factors through gi1.
Proof. Notice that outside fA  0g, since multiplication by A and natural
inclusions of ideal sheaves are isomorphisms, gi1 is also an isomorphism.
So we need to verify the claim at points on A  0. For such a point, which is
not on C, ICi1 ,!ICi is an isomorphism. So the cokernel of gi1 is the same
as the cokernel of A, so claim is proved for such points. Now let p 2 C.
Then near p, ICi  u;Ai, where u  xpk or ypl at p. Also ICi1  u;Ai1.
Pick a basis for Mi and Mi1, which go to u;Ai;Ai1. Then gi1 is represented
by a matrix of the form v1; v2, where vi 2 Mi and
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v1  1; 0  kai1; v2  0;A  lai1;
where k; l 2 Op. But the fact that gi1  ai1  ai  A implies immediately
that the cokernel of gi1 is in fact isomorphic to Op=AOp. (In fact, this
argument shows that Mi=gi1Mi1 is a line bundle on the hypersurface
A  0. Moreover, one can even write down exactly this line bundle, though
we will not use that fact.) Thus the map Mi 
 OY ÿN ! Mi, got by
multiplication by A, factors through gi1. (
6. We have maps gi : Li1 ! Miÿd for 1  i  p by lifting Ai. i.e., the
composite bi  gi is just given by the element Ai 2 ICi . We can arrange these
maps so that gi  gi  giÿ1  A and /  g1  a1  A.
Proof. This follows essentially from the fact that H1Lÿ1i 
 Liÿ1ÿd  0.
We will construct the g’s by induction. By the stated vanishing, we have
g1 : L2 ! M1ÿd by lifting A 2 IC1 . Clearly /  g1  a1  A. So assume we
have constructed giÿ1 with the required property. So we have giÿ1  A :
Li1 ! Miÿ1ÿd. This is just the composite,
Li1  Li 
 OY ÿN ÿ!giÿ1
1 Miÿ1ÿd 
 OY ÿN ÿ!A Miÿ1ÿd:
Now by the previous claim, we see that the last map factors through gi. So
we get a map gi : Li1 ! Miÿd such that gigi  giÿ1  A. To compute bigi
we may compose it with the natural inclusion of ideals and then it is just
biÿ1gigi  biÿ1giÿ1  A  Aiÿ1  A  Ai:
(
Let
L  Lp  Lpÿ1ÿd      L2ÿdp ÿ 2
and
M  Mp Mpÿ1ÿd     M1ÿdp ÿ 1
We have a map f : L!M given by sending xp; xpÿ1; . . . ; x2 2L to
ÿapxp;ÿapÿ1xpÿ1  gpÿ1xp; . . . ;ÿa2x2  g2x3; g1x2 2M
Let the cokernel be called M .
7. M is a rank p  1 vector bundle on Y .
Proof. We must show that f is injective at every point. So let P 2 C. Then
ai’s are all zero. So if f xp; . . . ; x2  0 at P , then gixi  0. But since near P ,
Aiÿ1 is part of a minimal set of generator of ICiÿ1 and thus gixi  0 implies
xi  0 at this point for all i. Now let P 62 C. Then ai’s are injective at this
point. If f xp; . . . ; x2  0 at P , we will use descending induction to prove
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that all the xi’s are zero. Clearly apxp  0 implies xp  0. Assume we have
proved xp  . . .  xk  0. Then by looking at the definition of f, we see that
akÿ1xkÿ1  0 and thus xkÿ1  0. (
We have an endomorphism h : M!Md given by,
xp; xpÿ1; . . . ; x17!0; gpxp; . . . ; g3x3; g2x2  /x1
Since /2  0, one can easily see that hp1  0.
8. h descends to a nilpotent endomorphism, u : M ! Md
Proof. We should show that Im h  f  Im f .
h  f xp; . . . ; x2
 hÿapxp;ÿapÿ1xpÿ1  gpÿ1xp; . . . ;ÿa2x2  g2x3; g1x2
 f 0;Axp; . . . ;Ax3 (
We have the natural map w : Mp ! M . Notice that since Cp is a complete
intersection, Mp is the direct sum of two line bundles. Finally we have,
wMp  uMÿd  M9:
Proof. For this it clearly suces to prove that
M0  Im f L  Im hMÿd Mp M:
So let b  bp; . . . ; b1 2M.
First let us look at a point P 62 C. We will show inductively that there exists
a ci 2M0 such that for all j  i, the jth coordinate of bÿ ci is zero. We may
clearly take cp  bp; 0; . . . ; 0. So by induction we may assume that bj  0
for j > i. Since P 62 C, we see that aiLi  gi1Mi1  Mi at P . So we may
write bi  ais  gi1t. Let us first look at the case when i  2. Consider
ci  f 0; . . . ; 0;ÿs; 0; . . . ; 0  h0; . . . ; 0; t; . . . ; 0 2M0
By our definition of f ; h, we can easily see that bÿ ci has all coordinates
upto i zero. Next look at the case when i  1. Again since P 62 C, we see that
/M1ÿd  g2M2  M1. Thus we can write b1  /s  g2t. Let
c1  h0; . . . ; 0; t; s 2M0 and we are done.
Now let us look at points P 2 C. Now we will show inductively that there
exists ci 2M0 such that bÿ ci has jth coordinate zero for all j  i. For i  1,
we have g1L2d  g2M2  M1 at P 2 C. So b1  g1s  g2t. Take
c1  f 0; . . . ; 0; s  h0; . . . ; 0; t; 0 2M0. So assume that bj  0 for j < i.
Again let us first look at the case when i < p. Again we have giLi11
gi1Mi1  Mi at P 2 C. Therefore we may write bi  gis  gi1t.
Consider ci  f 0; . . . ; s; . . . ; 0  h0; . . . ; t; . . . ; 0 2M0. One easily checks
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that bÿ ci has all coordinates zero upto the ith by using our definition of
f ; h. Finally assume i  p. But bp; 0; . . . ; 0 clearly belongs toM0 and thus
we are done. (
10. M1 is not a direct sum of line bundles and hence neither is M .
Proof. If M1 is a direct sum of line bundles, we get IC1 is a complete in-
tersection, say of f; g of degrees a; b. Then we see by our Koszul exact
sequence, a b  d. Also degree of C1  ab by Bezout’s theorem. Since C1
is supported along the line C, we may compute its degree by computing the
length of OC1 at the generic point of C. Easy to see that this is pkl. Thus
pkl  ab  d2=4. This contradicts our choice of N; k; l.
Thus M is not a direct sum of line bundles. Since L is a direct sum of
line bundles, this implies that M is also not a direct sum of line bundles.
(
By taking d  1 in the above construction, we get a rank 2 bundle E on
P4 by Lemma 1. Since M is not a direct sum of line bundles, by Lemma 2,
E is not a direct sum of line bundles.
3.1 Computation of Chern classes
Our vector bundle E on P4 is given by the exact sequence,
0! E ! Oÿpk  Oÿpl !F! 0
where M  pF is the vector bundle on P3 as we have constructed. Notice
that we are looking at the case d  1. So to compute the Chern classes of E,
we may as well restrict to a general linear space of dimension 2, since rank of
E is 2. On this P2 we will compute the class of E in K0. We have our
distinguished P3  P4 and the curve C  P3. So by choosing our linear
space generally, we may assume that it does not meet this curve. Then we
have P1  P2, after intersecting with this linear space. We will denote by the
same letters restrictions of all our vector bundles. Since ICi  OP1 now, we
see that Mi  O  Li in K0P1. Thus,
M   O  Oÿ1  . . . Oÿp ÿ 1  L1ÿp ÿ 1
 pO  O ÿ pp  1
2
  
:
Thus on P2, we see that,
F  pO ÿ pOÿ1  O ÿ pp  1
2
  
ÿ O ÿ1ÿ pp  1
2
  
:
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So we get E to be,
Oÿpk  Oÿpl ÿ pO  pOÿ1ÿ
O ÿ pp  1
2
  
 O ÿ1ÿ pp  1
2
  
:
Now an easy computation will show that,
c1E  ÿ1ÿ pk  l 1
c2E  pp  1k  l  p2kl
For instance, taking p  2 and k  l  1, we get,
c1E  ÿ7; c2E  16:
Though this bundle has the same chern classes as the Horrocks-Mum-
ford bundle, this is not the Horrocks-Mumford bundle. Notice that from the
above exact sequence, we have,
0! E ! Oÿ2  Oÿ2  F !F! 0
and M  pF is of rank 3. Thus, /3  0 on M . This implies, F ÿ3  E and
thus E5 has non-zero sections. If E were the Horrocks-Mumford bundle,
then E6 is the first twist when it is supposed to have sections.
Let me analyse the stability of these bundles we have constructed.
Twisting the above sequence by m  ÿc1E=2, and calling this twisted
bundle again by E, and similarly for F, for notational simplicity, we have,
0! E! Ol0  Ok0  F !F! 0
where l0  ÿpk  m; k0  ÿpl m and c1E  0;ÿ1: Thus E is stable if and
only if E has no sections. As before F ÿp  1  E, since M  pF is a
rank p  1 bundle. Also without loss of generality assume that k  l. Thus if
k  l 2, one checks that F ÿp  1 has a section and thus E is not stable.
This follows from the fact that if k  l 2, then k0  p  1. So the only
possibilities are k  l; l 1. Notice that if p is odd, then k 6 l by our re-
strictions on k; l: In this case the only possibility is k  l 1. A somewhat
tedious analysis in these cases will reveal that these will indeed yield stable
bundles. In particular, the above bundle with similar chern classes as
Horrocks-Mumford bundle is stable.
By choosing appropriate k; l, one can construct vectorbundles with
c21 > 4c2 for example, in any characteristic, p > 0. For instance, let s  1 be
any integer and k  1; l  psÿ s. Then N  ps 1 and the corresponding
rank two vector bundle has
c21 ÿ 4c2  as2  bs c
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where a; b; c depend only on p and a  p2p ÿ 12 > 0. Thus by choosing
s 0, we can make the vector bundle to be of the required type.
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